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Abstract:We construct the electron star solution to the model that was recently proposed
by Kiritsis and Li in order to describe a holographic superconductor at finite doping. We
do so by finding a map between the doped model and the standard undoped one. In this
way, we are able to describe the holographic metallic phase at finite doping. In particular,
we study the gauge field fluctuations and find the dependence of the electric conductivity
on the doping parameter.
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1 Introduction
Since the first proposal of a concrete example of an holographic setup, made by Maldacena
in 1997 [1], gauge/gravity duality has become a useful tool to probe the physics of quantum
field theories at strong coupling, and to understand properties of quantum gravity in terms
of a dual weakly coupled field theory [2]. This is an extremely active area, where research is
faced from two complementary approaches, known as top-down and bottom-up. The first
one uses String Theory to carefully develop a duality between a well defined gravitational
background and a perfectly identified boundary field theory. The second one starts by
selecting the relevant operators of the boundary field theory and then identifying their dual
fields in the bulk by their quantum numbers.
A particularly interesting application of bottom-up approach is that of low dimensional
quantum field theories at finite density, as a proxy for strongly coupled Condensed Matter
systems, a research area presently known as “AdS/CMT” for Condensed Matter Theory
[3, 4]. The interest of such approach is to study those condensed matter systems in which
strong coupling is believed to play a role, examples of which are fractional quantum Hall
effect [5] and the class of superconducting materials with high critical temperature known
as High Tc superconductors [6, 7].
In this context, there were proposals for the holographic dual of a superconducting
phase with a s-, p- or d-wave order parameter [8–12]. Other phases were also explored, for
example the antiferromagnetic phase [13], and the inhomogeneous stripped and checker-
board phases [14–17]. Of particular interest for the present paper is the metallic phase
[18–29] known as “holographic metals”. Such construction reproduces correctly part of the
phenomenology of the metallic phase on High Tc superconductors or “strange metal”. In
particular, it has a resistivity that behaves linearly as a function of the temperature, a
feature that is reproduced in the holographic setup [30].
Generically, the dual field theory in a holographic setup is a conformal field theory.
Then, a finite chemical potential sets a scale in terms of which the temperature and magnetic
field dependence is measured. In order to include a doping axes, an additional scale is
needed. This was implemented by Kiritsis and Li by means of the introduction of a second
chemical potential, playing the role of the impurities [31]. Such model results on a phase
diagram that, in a region of parameters, is qualitatively very similar to that of High Tc
compounds. At low enough temperature, it presents an antiferromagnetic region at small
doping, a superconducting dome at intermediate doping, and a Fermi liquid metallic phase
at large doping. Above the superconducting dome, the Fermi liquid behaves as a strange
metal. The strange metal phase flows into a normal Fermi liquid as the doping grows,
reproducing the behavior of the High Tc superconductors [32]. The phase diagram can
be enriched by including frame fields to simulate an underlying lattice [33], and a finite
magnetic field [32].
In the present paper we extend previous developements on the Kiritsis and Li model
to include backreaction on the metallic phase. We do so by constructing its electron star
solution and exploring its perturbations.
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2 The holographic model for the doped strange metal
In the present section we introduce our holographic model, starting with the undoped case,
extending it with an additional gauge field, and then proposing a new set of variables that
maps the extended undoped model into a model suitable to describe a doped metal.
2.1 The undopped holographic metal and the electron star solution
The model for the undoped holographic metal we are intereseted in was first described in
[26]. In this section we sketch the main results, the interested reader is referred to the
original publication.
The model: The bulk dynamics of the undoped holographic metal is defined according
to the action
S = SGravity + S
+
Maxwell + SMatter . (2.1)
The term SGravity represents the Einistein-Hilbert gravitational action in 3 + 1 dimensions,
SGravity =
1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R+
6
L2
)
, (2.2)
where L is the AdS radius, while the term SMaxwell includes a Maxwell field A+µ
S+Maxwell = −
1
4e2
∫
d4x
√−g F 2+ . (2.3)
For this Maxwell field the holographic interpretation is standard, its boundary value being
coupled to a conserved particle current. On the other hand, the matter part is treated as a
perfect fluid, for which we use a Schutz action modified to include electromagnetic coupling
to the Maxwell field in the way proposed in [26]. It reads
SMatter =
∫
d4x
√−g (−ρ+ σuµ (∂µφ+ q+A+µ )+ λ (uµuµ + 1)) , (2.4)
where ρ is the fluid energy density considered as a function of the fluid particle density σ,
uµ is the fluid four-velocity, the scalar field φ is the Clebsh potential, and λ is a Lagrange
multiplier ensuring a unitary time-like four-velocity. The charge of the matter particles is
represented by q+. The matter dynamics obtained from this action is the one used in [26],
to represent the fermionic degrees of freedom of the boundary theory.
To write an equation of state, that implements the functional relation between ρ and
σ, we define the local chemical potential of the fluid in the bulk as µ = dρ/dσ. Relying on
the Thomas-Fermi approximation, in which there is a large number of particles within a
region of the size of an AdS radius. For fermions at zero temperature, we get
ρ = γ
∫ µ
m
dE E2
√
E2 −m2 , (2.5)
σ = γ
∫ µ
m
dE E
√
E2 −m2 , (2.6)
where γ is a parameter related to the number of particle species.
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The electron star: The “electron star” configuration is a static and planar solution of
the equations of motion obtained from (2.1)-(2.6). It is found with the Ansatz
ds2 = L2
(
−fdt2 + gdz2 + 1
z2
(dx2 + dy2)
)
, (2.7)
A+ =
eL
κ
h+ dt , (2.8)
φ = 0 , (2.9)
uµ = δµ0
1
L
√
f
, (2.10)
where the functions f , g and h+ are z-dependent. The solution satisfies asymptotically
AdS boundary conditions in the UV, with
A0|+boundary = µ+ . (2.11)
Here µ+ defines the chemical potential of the boundary conserved particles dual to the
gauge field A+. On the other hand, in the deep infrared z →∞ it has a Lifshitz form
f =
1
z2z
, g =
g∞
z2
, h+ =
h+∞
zz
, (2.12)
with a dynamical critical exponent z and the constants h∞ and g∞ determined in terms of
the number of local degrees of freedom γ and the fermion mass m and charge q+. As we
flow to the ultraviolet, the solution deforms and the local chemical potential µ decreases
until it reaches m at the boundary of the star. Further to the AdS boundary, the solution
matches into a planar Reissner-Nordstrom metric with mass M and carge Q+.
The grand canonical potential is obtained by evaluating on-shell the action (2.1) and
adding the necessary holographic renormalization counterterms. It reads
Ω = M − µ+Q+ . (2.13)
Fluctuations and conductivity: By perturbing of the electron star, we can obtain the
electrical conductivity of the boundary theory. The vector fluctuations of the above electron
star background are parameterized as
A+x =
eL
κ
δA+x e
−iωt , gtx = L2 δgtxe−iωt , ux = Lδuxe−iωt . (2.14)
The resulting linearized equations of motion result in the UV behavior
δA+x ' δA+(0)x + z δA+(1)x . (2.15)
Imposing regular boundary conditions in the IR, the coefficients of the leading and sub-
leading parts of (2.15) become mutually dependent. In terms of them we can write the
boundary conductivity
σ+xx = −
i c
ω
δA
+(1)
x
δA
+(0)
x
, (2.16)
where c = limz→0 z2f .
Since the conductivity is dimensionless in 2 + 1 dimensions, it scales as a constant at
large frequencies [3]. Conversely, in the limit of small frequencies its real part vanishes as
∼ ω2, and the imaginary part has a pole [26].
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2.2 The trivially extended holographic metal
The model: We extend the holographic model (2.1) by adding a second Maxwell field
A−µ with a standard action
S−Maxwell = −
1
4e2
∫
d4x
√−g F 2− . (2.17)
From the boundary perspective this new field is dual to a second conserved current of
neutral particles. In this way, we obtain a trivially extended model
S± = SGravity + S+Maxwell + S
−
Maxwell + SMatter . (2.18)
The matter part of the dynamics is unmodified, implying in particular that the bulk fluid
is neutral with respect to the new Maxwell field A−µ . The only coupling of A−µ with the
remaining fields is then through its contribution to the energy momentum tensor.
The electron star: To obtain an electron star solution of the trivially extended model,
we supplement (2.7)-(2.10) with an Ansats for A−µ with the form
A− =
eL
κ
h− dt . (2.19)
And with the corresponding boundary condition
A0|−boundary = µ− . (2.20)
Since the Maxwell equations for A−µ have no sources, a consistent solution is the constant
h− = (κ/eL)µ−. The resulting electromagnetic curvature F−µν vanishes, thus the second
Maxwell field makes no contribution to the energy momentum tensor on the Einstein equa-
tions. In consequence, the electron star solution of the previous subsection is still a solution
of the trivially extended model. The grand canonical potential keeps the form (2.13).
Fluctuations and conductivities: Now we have an additional conserved current in the
boundary, whose conductivity we want to compute. To do that, we supplement (2.14) with
a perturbation for A−µ as
A−x = δA
−
x . (2.21)
Since the unperturbed gauge curvature F−µν vanishes, the contribution of δA−x to the energy
momentum tensor is quadratic. Then, to linear order the equations for δA+x , δgtx and δux
are unmodified, and the resulting σ+xx is unchanged. Moreover, we have a new conductivity
associated to the second boundary current, that we can write
σ−xx = −
i c
ω
δA
− (1)
x
δA
− (0)
x
. (2.22)
This conductivity is independent of the frequency ω (see section 2.3). Now we also have
σ±xx = −
i c
ω
δA
+(1)
x
δA
− (0)
x
, σ∓xx = −
i c
ω
δA
− (1)
x
δA
+(0)
x
. (2.23)
Since δA−x is completely decoupled, a modification on its leading term δA
− (0)
x does not
affect the subleading term of the other field δA+(1)x , implying that σ± = 0. The same is
true in the opposite direction, implying σ∓ = 0.
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2.3 The holographic model for the doped strange metal
The model: The above trivially extended model can be rewritten in a different form that
allows a richer physical interpretation, defining a new pair of Maxwell fields as
q+A
+
µ = qAµ + q˜A˜µ , q+A
−
µ = q˜Aµ − qA˜µ , (2.24)
where the new charges q and q˜ are chosen in the circle q2+ = q2 + q˜2. The action becomes
S = SGravity + SMaxwell + S˜Maxwell + SMatter . (2.25)
where SGravity is unmodified, while the fields Aµ and A˜µ have standard Maxwell actions
SMaxwell = − 1
4e2
∫
d4x
√−g F 2 , S˜Maxwell = − 1
4e2
∫
d4x
√−g F˜ 2 . (2.26)
The matter part on the other hand now corresponds to a fluid coupled to both Maxwell
fields Aµ and A˜µ as
SMatter =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
−ρ+ σuµ
(
∂µφ+ qAµ + q˜A˜µ
)
+ λ (uµu
µ + 1)
)
. (2.27)
The model (2.25) can be considered as a truncation of the model introduced in [31]
including only the gravitational and U(1)×U(1) gauge degrees of freedom. The holographic
interpretation is standard for one of the U(1) fields, say Aµ, its boundary value being
coupled to the conserved particle current for the charge carriers. The second U(1) field,
in this case A˜µ, stands for a second species of conserved particles, that can be loosely
interpreted as the impurities. In practice, its boundary value sets a scale on the field theory
that allows for the definition of a doping parameter (see bellow).
The electron star: applying the change of variables to the gauge fields of the trivially
extended electron star Ansatz (2.8) and (2.19) and taking into account the constant solution
for h−, we immediately obtain an electron star solution for the present model, with
A =
1
q+
(
qeL
κ
h+ + q˜ µ−
)
dt , A˜ =
1
q+
(
q˜eL
κ
h+ − q µ−
)
dt . (2.28)
These fields have boundary values related to the chemical potential for the charge carrier
and impurity currents respectively, that satisfy
µ =
1
q+
(
q µ+ + q˜ µ−
)
, µ˜ =
1
q+
(
q˜ µ+ − q µ−) . (2.29)
Notice that in (2.25) there is a complete symmetry between Aµ and A˜µ. This is manifest
here since the change q → q˜ and µ− → −µ− results in the exchange of Aµ with A˜µ. Thus in
what follows we choose one of them, say A˜µ, and use it to fix the scale trough its boundary
value µ˜. This allows us to define a doping parameter as
x =
µ
µ˜
=
q µ+ + q˜ µ−
q˜ µ+ − q µ− . (2.30)
The grand canonical potential in terms of the new variables reads
Ω = M − µ
(
q +
q˜
x
)
Q+
q+
. (2.31)
This depends on x explicitly, and also implicitly through M and Q+.
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Fluctuations and conductivities: with the new set of variables, we can define the
conductivities associated to the charge carriers and to the impurities as follows: if J is the
boundary current associated to A, and J˜ is the one associated to A˜, then we have
J =
1
q+
(
qJ+ + q˜J−
)
, J˜ =
1
q+
(
q˜J− + qJ−
)
. (2.32)
By Kubo formula, we know that σ ∝ 〈JJ〉 and σ˜ ∝ 〈J˜ J˜〉. Using the linear transformation
(2.32) and the fact that 〈J+J−〉 = 0, we obtain
σ =
1
q2+
(
q2σ+ + q˜2σ−
)
, σ˜ =
1
q2+
(
q˜2σ+ + q2σ−
)
. (2.33)
These conductivities are functions of the doping x. They are interchanged when q is inter-
changed with q˜.
In the expressions (2.33), the conductivity σ− is completely independent on the fre-
quency ω. This can be understood from the fact that the resulting linearized equations of
motion for δA−x at any frequency coincide with the limit of large frequencies of the corre-
sponding equations for δA+x . Since we know that δA+x at large frequencies is such that σ+
is independent of ω [3], the same must be true at any frequency for δA−x implying that σ−
is also independent of ω.
The form of the conductivity σ as a function of the frequency ω can be obtained from
the above referred behaviours of σ+ and σ−. At low frequency the real part of σ+ vanishes as
ω2 [26], implying that Re[σ] ∼ (q˜2/q2+)Re[σ−] ≡ σ0, where σ− is a constant. Its imaginary
part on the other hand has a pole, originated in the pole of Im[σ+] [3]. At large frequencies
σ+ goes to a real constant, thus the same is true for σ ∼ (q˜2σ+ + q2σ−)/q2+ ≡ σ1. In other
words, the role of q and q˜ is to shift the value of the real part of the conductivity at zero
frequency, and its asymptotic limit.
3 Results and discussion
We produced a family of electron star solutions of the undoped model (2.1) with fixed
mass m and charge q+ indexed by the value of the dynamical IR critical exponent z. We
calculated the corresponding conductivities σ+ as in (2.16) as functions of the frequency ω
reproducing the results of [26], see Fig. 1. The real part vanishes at vanishing frequency,
and flows at large frequencies into a constant value independent of z. At lower values of z,
the real part of the conductivity has a peak at intermediate frequencies that gets diluted
as z grows, the curve becoming flatter. Regarding the imaginary part, it diverges at zero
frequencies, and goes to zero at large frequencies. For small values of z, the imaginary part
has a dip, that becomes smoother at larger z. As the mass is increased, the peak on the
real part of the conductivity, and the dip of the imaginary part, become more pronounced
and shift towards smaller frequencies.
Then, using (2.28) with different values of chemical potential µ− and the charge q, we
mapped such family into different families of solutions of the doped model (2.25). Inside
each of them, the value of the doping x defined as in equation (2.30) can be used as an
index to label the solutions.
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With this construction, the grand canonical potential in formula (2.31) can be plotted
as a function of the doping x. The resulting profiles for different values of the constants
q and µ− are shown in Fig. 2. Moreover, using (2.33) with constant σ−, we map the
conductivities σ+ into that of the charge carriers σ. Results are shown in the first line of
Fig. 3.
The vertical lines on the first line of Fig. 3 fix the values of ω/µ for which the con-
ductivity as a function of the doping can be plotted. The resulting plots are shown in
the second line of Fig. 3. The real part of the conductivity oscillates at negative or small
positive values of 1/x, and the goes smoothly to a fixed asymptotic value independent of
ω/µ. Such decay is slower for larger ω/µ. The imaginary part on the other hand, oscillates
around zero with a decreasing amplitude as the doping decreases. The oscillations are faster
for smaller ω/µ.
Changing the value of µ− scales the plots on the first line of Fig. 3 horizontally, resulting
in a relabelling of the positions of the vertical lines at fixed ω/µ. In consequence, the effect
on the plots of the second line is to relabel the value of ω/µ corresponding to each curve,
see Fig. 4. On the other hand, changing the value of q scales the plots on the first line
vertically, since it affects the values of σ0 and σ1. Then in the plots on the second line, it
changes the range in which the conductivities take their values, see Fig 5.
As a conclusion, the doped holographic metal is a poorer conductor for small values
of the doping, becoming a better one as the doping grows. The range and speed of the
variation of the conductivity depends on the parameters of the mapping q and µ−. There
is an optimal doping at which the conductivity has a maximum.
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Figure 1. Undoped conductivity σ+ as a function of the ratio ω/µ+, for different values of the
mass m and the critical exponent z for q+ = 1.
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